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JANUARY 15, 1979

Chairman, Subcommittee on Environment,
Energy, and Natural Resources

Committee on Government Operations #s-Y'5-sD
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The late Chairman, in letters dated August 7 and
October 16, 1978, _qlue ste dthat we _eviewlthe Cost of the

__- (c) Redwood National Park. expansionjauthorfied by Public Law
9~2-50. -In respons~e ro-he letters and subsequent meetings
with his office we are providing a report on (1) the status
of the 1978 legislative taking and the steps involved in
settling claims of the previous property owners including
three redwood companies: Arcata Redwood, Louisiana Pacific
Corporation, and Simpson Timber Company, (2) the original
park cost estimate for the additional 48,000 acres legisla-
tively taken, and (3) the redwood lumber industry, its pro-
duction trends, its price trends, and the reasons given to
us, by redwood companies not involved in the taking, for
decreased production and increased prices.

Our review disclosed that:

-- The process to resolve claims for compensation by the
former owners of the redwood trees and land is complex
and time consuming, and unless an out of court settle-
ment is reached will probably be determined in the
U.S. District Court in San Francisco. (See p. 4.)

--The original estimate of $359 million for acquiring
, 4 ~the 48,000 acres of land and trees was developed with-

,TrTv ~. out visiting the land to determine the number of trees
and volume of timber. The value of the trees was es-

di4c4t~~ - timated without benefit of comparable sales prices
U CBk - for purchases of this magnitude. Also, the estimate

did not include other costs unidentifiable at that
time, such as costs for severance and interest.
(See p. 5.)

-- Most redwood lumber is produced by 10 to 12 companies,
generally from their own trees. Production increased
steadily over the last 10 years. Industry sources ex-
plained it is now dropping because of a loss of trees '
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to the Redwood National Park expansion and because
industry has adjusted its production downward to pro-
vide for long-term, sustained operations. (See p. 7.)

-- There is little public information available outside
of timber companies on price structure and pricing
practices of the redwood industry. (See p. 8.)

--The price of redwood lumber has increased dramatically
during the last 10 years. Industry sources said this
was the result of supply and demand. (See p. 10.)

Our review was performed from August through December
1978. We contacted officials in the Departments of the In- AbPS

0Cc o3terior and Juqtije in Washington, D.C., and San Francisco, ae9C
California, who are or were responsible for administering
and implementing the Redwood National Park acts. Wherever
possible we examined and obtained copies of pertinent docu-
ments and records. We also interviewed officials of the
Save-The-Redwood League, the California Redwood Association,
and several California redwood timber wholesalers and pro-
ducers, except those affected by the 1978 legislative taking.
One of the companies involved in the taking contacted us. We
briefly talked to an official regarding the scope of our re-
view who provided information similar to that provided by
other redwood producers contacted. Much of our information
on the redwood lumber industry was received through inter-
views and was not verified by a review of records because if
they exist, they are proprietary property of the individual
companies.

BACKGROUND

The Redwood National Park was established in northern
California in two increments: Public Law 90-545, October 2,
1968, created the Park and limited it to 58,000 acres and
Public Law 95-250, March 27, 1978, added 48,000 acres.

Public Law 90-545

The 1968 Redwood National Park Act created the park,
vested title in the land, and provided authority which the
Federal Government used to take immediate possession of about
28,800 acres of privately owned lands (legislative taking)
that were within the park boundaries. In addition, three
California State parks, totaling about 27,900 acres, and 1,300
acres of Federal land were included in the boundaries, making
the original park 58,000 acres.
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To compensate private landowners whose lands were
taken, the act provided that compensation could be paid in
cash, by the exchange of federally owned property, or a com-
bination of both. The act authorized $92 million to be ap-
propriated for the land acquisition. Interest on the amount
to be paid was set by the act at 6 percent a year from the
date of taking to the date of payment. Existing law permitted
landowners to bring action in the U.S. Court of Claims should
they and the Government fail to reach agreement on the amount
of compensation.

The landowners pursued this matter in court and at the
end of December 1978 had been awarded about $190 million in
land and cash. Another $58 million in claims is still under
litigation. Of the amount awarded, four timber companies
received approximately $151 million for land, $27.3 million
for interest, and $2.6 million for severance. 1/ The remain-
ing amounts were for settlements to small landowners and for
program administration.

Public Law 95-250

To expand, protect, and preserve the Redwood National
Park, the Congress amended the 1968 act by enacting Public
Law 95-250, which became effective when the bill was signed
into law on March 27, 1978. This act immediately vested title
in the Government to an additional 48,000 acres of privately
owned land adjacent to the existing park. The act also auth-
orized rehabilitation programs to protect the park areas. In
addition, it provided the Secretary with standby authority
to acquire other land necessary to protect the park. This
land, totaling 30,000 acres, is in an area designated as "the
Park Protection Zone," located on a watershed above the park.
Park Service officials have no plans to acquire this added
property and believe that the park is adequately protected
by State harvest laws and lumber companies' cooperation.

Under this act, the Federal Government, as in the
original acquisition, took immediate title and Possession of
privately owned lands in excess of 50 acres that were within
the park boundaries. Also, as in the first act, "just com-
pensation" for lands legislatively taken was mandated. Un-
like the 1968 act, the amendment did not specifically auth-
orize an amount for compensation. However, during hearings

1/Defined as any loss in value of remaining property caused
as a result of the taking of part of the property.
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on the expansion of the park, the Park Service estimate of
$359 million for land and timber was mentioned repeatedly.

Additionally, instead of permitting the case to be
settled in the U.S. Court of Claims, the new act specified
that either the owners or the Government could file suit in
the U.S. District Court should they fail to reach agreement
on the amount of just compensation. According to congres-
sional records, this change apparently was made to (1) permit
the Government to file suit against landowners to resolve
claims, (2) allow a jury to decide the amount of money to
be awarded claimants, and (3) permit funds to be deposited
with the court and distributed to claimants to stop the in-
terest from accruing.

STATUS OF ACQUISITION

Since March 27, 1978, when the land became Government
property, the National Park Service and the Department of
Justice have been involved in a complicated process to de-
termine the cost of the acquisition. It may take several
years to settle the claims of the 21 former owners. Three
were large redwood timber owners while the other 18 were
owners of smaller pieces of property.

When the Government took title to the property, only
a preliminary estimate of land and timber costs had been made.
Much was unknown including the location of the Park's boun-
daries; the exact acreage taken; the timber quality and vol-
ume; and other costs, including interest and severance dam-
ages--such as loss of capital assets, interruption of opera-
tions, and loss of profit--that the former owners could
claim.

A Department of Justice attorney heads the Government
team established to settle the claims of the former owners.
The team made arrangements for the Bureau of Land Management
to survey the park to establish boundaries to conform with
natural ridge lines. This survey could take up to 2 years
to complete.

A consultant has also been retained to develop specifi-
cations for a timber cruise. 1/ To reduce the potential for
extended litigation and to expedite the process, the Govern-
ment will attempt to gain former owners' acceptance of its
cruise specifications.

1/A method of counting and measuring the size of trees to
determine timber quantity and quality.
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Following these tasks, the Government will solicit
proposals from firms for the cruise and the evaluation of the
trees and property. Because so 'few firms are qualified to
cruise and appraise redwood, the Park Service anticipates
that it may be difficult to find a firm and this may result
in a delay. Further, the cruise and appraisal may be quite
time consuming because some of the more valuable tracts of
land included in the 48,000-acre acquisition may have to be
completely cruised and because the appraisal will have to
consider the impact on parcels of land outside of the park
boundaries. Additionally, in view of the significance of the
acquisition more than one evaluation may be made.

It could take 2 or 3 years to complete the cruise and
evaluation phases to establish the Government's estimate of
the land and timber value. Negotiations will then be started
with the former owners to agree on the value of trees and
land taken. However, the ultimate question of value probably 0

will be r : _ v odtb 
igation. The three large timber companies already have filed
suits in the U.S. District Court in San Francisco.

To reduce the amount of interest on the cost of the
park and to provide compensation to former landowners the
Congress has appropriated $305 million. Of this, $300 mil-
lion was deposited with the district court for distribution
to the former owners. The remaining $5 million will be used
for various costs relating to the settlement. No further
appropriations are anticipated until the final settlement,
which will probably be in the mid-1980s.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COST ESTIMATE

After the initial 1968 park taking, much controversy
arose about potential damage to the park from logging in the
surrounding forest located on steeper, wetter, and more un-
stable hillslopes above the park. Reacting to this concern
and to indications that the Congress was interested in ob-
taining additional park area, the National Park Service's
Western Regional Office, in October 1976, prepared a proposal
to acquire five units of property, or an additional 21,460
acres. Later in March 1977 the Park Service issued a study
setting forth a series of land acquisition options which ex-
panded the earlier plan by adding three more units bringing
the total to eight units and 78,365 acres.

A bill was submitted on July 26, 1977, by the Secretary
of the Interior which proposed a 48,000-acre park expansion
at an estimated cost of $359 million. This estimate, the
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only one currently available from the Park Service, was
developed from information in these two studies which excluded
such costs as interest and severance costs and was made using
only two basic sets of factors: (1) estimated acreage and
timber volumes, and (2) estimated value per unit of land and
timber.

Because inventory data was not available, boundaries
not known, and access to land for cruise and appraisal pur-
poses not permitted by the timber companies, the Park Service
found it necessary to use an alternative process to estimate
the cost of the land and trees. Acreage figures were developed
using Geological Survey maps and aerial photographs. Timber
volumes were developed using information from cruises con-
ducted in 1967 which were later found to be understated.
Timber volumes were corrected by using more accurate volume
statistics used to settle claims from the original acquisi-
tion. This approach resulted in an estimate that the expan-
sion area of 48,000 acres contained 1,557,055,000 (1.557 bil-
lion) board feet of timber.

The Park Service had difficulty estimating the value of
land and redwood timber because of a lack of transactions of
comparable redwood sales. The California Department of
Forestry in 1976 estimated forest land costs at $185 to $285
per acre. However, increases in second-growth, standing
timber suggested to the Park Service that these figures might
be low; consequently, the Park Service arbitrarily estimated
land costs at $350 per acre to take into account the poten-
tial increase in timber value. About 3,000 acres of treeless
prairie land were lumped together with the timbered lands for
the estimate.

The estimated value of the timber was made by deriving
an average value for the standing timber for the various
species, including old growth redwood, second-growth redwood,
douglas fir, hemlock, and spruce, and estimating the propor-
tion of each species present. Limited information on the
price of logs was available from the Humboldt County Asses-
sor's Office and the California State Board of Equalization.
After adjusting this information for probable logging costs,
the Park Service estimated that the standing timber had a
value of about $200 per thousand board feet. The Park Ser-
vice then used $220 per thousand board feet to adjust for
expected appreciation in value over time.

The $359 million park estimate submitted to the Congress
on July 26, 1977, was then calculated by applying a $350 cost
per acre for the 48,000 acres and a $220 cost per thousand
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board feet for the estimated 1,557,055,000 board feet in
the taking. No factors were included in the estimate for
probable but unidentified or unknown costs which were awarded
in the 1968 court settlement. These costs included severance
and interest.

Early in 1978, just prior to enactment of the legisla-
tion, the Park Service reconsidered its initial 1977 estimate.
At that time it decided that it was still valid although it
felt that the cost of standing trees (stumpage) had probably
gone up. But it also felt this would be offset by the large
amount of timber that had been cut down by the timber com-
panies between the two dates.

REDWOOD LUMBER PRODUCTION AND TRENDS

Redwood lumber production is relatively small in volume
but a highly distinctive segment of the lumber industry be-
cause of the special nature of the product, the geographical
compactness and limited amount of timber lands in the northern
California and Oregon growing regions, the small number of
producers, and the special production problems. Aside from
the large size of the logs handled, the most striking char-
acteristic of the production process is the lengthy period,
at times, 1 to 2 years, required to air-dry lumber before it
can be successfully kiln-dried. Another striking feature of
the industry, compared to softwood lumber in general, is that
fewer than 12 companies produce the bulk of the lumber. Ac-
cording to a University of California economist, these factors,
coupled with the strong demand inspired by the special fea-
tures of the wood, cause the industry to reflect an oligopol-
istic character (shared monopoly) which is reflected in red-
wood prices that usually show a steady upward price trend.

Redwood is in high demand because of its versatility,
appealing grain and surface patterns, variety of colorings,
and resistance to weather elements. This dehmand is enhanced
even more by extensive advertising and promotional activities
of the redwood industry to convince builders, architects, and
the general public of the merits of redwood.

The major uses of redwood are in construction, particu-
larly in the finishing stages, and in expensive custom homes
and commercial buildings, while little is used in subdivision
tract homes. Other uses include furniture, fences, retaining
walls, tanks, tubs, and cooling towers. All these uses re-
sult in a strong and steady demand not comparable to that for
white softwoods, where demand is closely correlated with
changes in construction as measured by housing starts and
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where prices are affected by many producers reacting in a
highly competitive market. Industry representatives were not
able to identify any one specif'ic factor which would be
indicative of demand for redwood.

Redwood lumber production trends

The number of redwood lumber producers has been substan-
tially reduced over the years while the volume of redwood
lumber has increased until recently. At one time, there were
well over 100 small mills involved in production. This has
changed, and today only a few firms, which own most of their
timberland, dominate the market. The volume of lumber pro-
cessed through redwood mills, as reported by the California
Redwood Association, which represents the preponderance of
industry production, shows that total annual production ranged
in the area of 500 to 700 million board feet from 1964 to
1975, peaked at 812 million board feet in 1976, and recently
has shown a decreasing trend, especially since January 1977
through July 1978. (See charts 1 and 2 on next page.)

Information is not publicly available to describe the
specific production trends by company, nor the reasons for
changes. We interviewed a number of wholesale lumber com-
panies, as well as most of the lumber producers who produce
the bulk of redwood lumber. There was essentially a universal
response that the Government is at fault for the reduction in
production of redwood lumber because it took so much land out
of production by creating the Redwood National Park and its
expansion. Timber companies also responded that the reduced
supply of redwood timber has caused them to cut back on their
production to insure long-term, sustained operations. Sev-
eral speculated that the drop in redwood production in 1978
is specifically due to the fact that the companies involved
in the park taking may no longer have redwood timber to pro-
cess in their mills.

REDWOOD LUMBER PRICE TRENDS

Generally, redwood trees are not sold standing on the
stump. The practice for most of the producers of redwood
lumber is to internally process the lumber from their own
trees and to sell the finished lumber through wholesalers,
jobbers, and directly to some retail outlets. Redwood is
primarily sold in the form of boards such as 1 by 8's,
larger beams, or siding.

Information on wholesale prices quoted for redwood
lumber and the prices paid generally is not available. Some
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CHART 1
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of the larger companies periodically publish price lists
which are made available to their customers but not to the
public. Some of the smaller mills do not publish lists, but
will make specific quotations upon inquiry by potential pur-
chasers. Additionally, while lists are published, they do
not necessarily reflect the prices that were paid for lumber.

Industry officials described the dealing in lumber as
involving a considerable amount of negotiating and bartering
over the price of lumber depending on the volume bought and
the size of their inventory. We also noted some indications
that purchasing a certain scarce or premium product could
result in higher prices to the purchaser and at times if a
surplus exists, lower prices.

The value of redwood lumber varies greatly depending on
its qualities: grade; width and length; grain pattern, wheth-
er vertical or flat; and whether kiln-dried or green. The
grade, the predominant value factor, is determined by the
suitability of the wood for the intended uses in construction
and includes evaluation of visual factors, including presence
of knots and their location and size; the stain or color pat-
tern, the existence of sapwood (cream colored wood); and
other visual factors. Grades run from the highest valued
redwood, "clear all heart" which contains only the most in-
significant defects and "clear" which is the same except sap-
wood is permitted, down to the lowest grades of "merchantable
and economy" which contain larger defects and imperfections
and which may be suitable for only temporary construction or
crating.

The primary source of public information on prices of
redwood lumber we identified is the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics price index. The Bureau publishes prices for random
lengths of 6 to 20 feet and 1 by 8 inches of clear all heart,
flat-grain, kiln-dry redwood boards and the same size of
green merchantable, flat-grain redwood boards. These boards
represent an upper grade board and a lower grade board, re-
spectively. Information on sales prices for these products
is reported to the Bureau by various producers on a confi-
dential basis. The Bureau publishes these figures monthly
and will not reveal the names of the firms or even the number
of companies supplying the data.

Information from the Bureau shows that the price per
thousand board feet of redwood lumber remained relatively
stable from 1964 to 1968 at about $200 to $250 for clear all
heart, dry boards and $80 to $110 for green merchantable
boards. In 1968 at the time of the first park taking, the
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upward trend accelerated. Prices increased even more in the
period beginning in 1973. (See charts 3 and 4 on next two
pages.) In July 1978 prices reached an all-time high of
$813 for the clear all heart and $336 for green merchantable
lumber.

We discussed these charts with various lumber producers,
who agreed that these were indicative of the prices charged
for that type of product. They said that prices would even
be higher for the premium redwood boards with vertical grain
and larger dimensions, such as 2 by 12's.

In discussions with producers, we stated that the infor-
mation we were able to obtain from wholesalers, including some
price lists, indicated that individual company prices were
generally following the same pattern and asked the producers
to explain this. The producers responded that high prices
are a result of supply and demand. There is a constant de-
mand from the many wholesale operators for more redwood lum-
ber. In other words, because production is limited and de-
mand is very high, high prices result. They also pointed out
that some clear, white wood, such as pine, has also increased
dramatically.

With respect to similar prices being charged, producers
stated that everyone in the industry, because it is so small,
knows what is being charged. Many producers also purchase
redwood lumber to fill out their lines and therefore gain
price information in this manner as well as through the
negotiation process with their own customers. Some said that
there was no reason why they should sell their products for
less than other companies. One indicated that if sales of a
given item are too brisk, it is indicative that they are
selling too low. Aside from the basic explanation of supply
and demand being the major factor in price increases, several
producers cited higher costs associated with increasing labor
and fuel, as well as increased costs attributable to Federal
and State environmental regulations.

Because of time constraints our report has not been
presented to the National Park Service or Department of
Justice for written comments. However, during the course of
the review we solicited the comments of agency officials and
have included their explanations where appropriate. During
our discussions, these officials said that they did not be-
lieve the information we are reporting would adverselyaf'tect
the Go~vernmee nt'-s -position in resolving the claims of- te..
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CHART 3
REDWOOD BOARDS PRICES
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CHART 4
REDWOOD BOARDS PRICES
JANUARY 1977 - JULY 1978
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former landowners involved in the 1978 expansion of the Redwood
National Park.

Unless you publicly announce its contents, we will be
in touch with your office regarding further distribution of
this report.

Sit y yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States

14
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